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Angry Birds has become very popular among the people. After observing the fan following of this
game , Rovio Mobile launched two more versions of it named Angry Birds Rio and Angry Birds
Season. There are some reasons which increase the fame level of this game and today I am going
to highlights these reasons for your information.

Nice Design and Interface: Firs reason which makes this game very popular is the nice design and
interface of it. A player finds no problem while using this interface. Good thing is that UI is quite
responsive to the playerâ€™s action and it is all because of efficient memory management by the
developers of this game. The color, themes and graphics are really amazing and attractive. Different
variants of pigs and birds in the game look great with the theme of game. The players get full time
entertainment and fun from this game.

Good Story Narration: As the Angry birds starts, the story of it is being narrated in such a manner
that you feel sympathy for the birds. The sound and visual of this story are really wonderful. Once
this story ends, you start motivating yourself that you will have to fight for the birds in every possible
manner.

Best for Everyone: Angry Birds is not that kind of game which is designed for a specific age group, it
is perfect for everyone. The players of it belong to every age category. It is famous not only among
the children but also among the older people. Have Fun with Angry Birds!

Challenging: It is surely one the main reasons behind the extreme popularity of it. You are unable to
end this game in a week because each level of it requires brain storming. You have to put your
efforts into it if you want to earn good points in this game. Every next level of it is quite difficult than
previous one so you need to be ready for different obstacles. It needs your brain exercise all the
time.

Full Time Fun: Angry Birds is not a boring game and you always find an excitement and fun into it.
There are different kinds of birds with diverse functions so you do not have to play with a single
character all the time. In the beginning you have access to red bird but when you move a head then
you will be able to access yellow, black and blue birds. This variety of birds adds some more charm
into this game. Have Fun with Angry Birds!
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